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ABSTRACT 

This document presents a novel representation and evaluation framework for 

organizational structures. The SES Enterprise Alternative Evaluator (SEAE), while 

adhering to the broader focus of developing a design environment for manufacturing 

system configurations, will be used to design and evaluate a single product process. 

Enterprise representation, normally approached through the categorical qualitative and 

quantitative descriptive attributes of evaluation objectives, did not have a framework 

specifically focused on hierarchical enterprise design prior to this dissertation. The SES, 

in representing the manufacturing enterprise, includes alternative manufacturing system 

components within the design structure through entity specialization. SEAE enumeration 

produces the best set of these alternatives relative to the objectives during enterprise 

evaluation. 

The motivation for this research was two-fold. A primary consideration was to provide 

enterprise designers with a modular, flexible tool, incorporating current state-of-the-art 

modeling and simulation capabilities for use in hypothesis testing, development, and 

analysis. Enterprise modeling is presently devoid of a framework for simultaneously 

combining the strategic, tactical, and financial enterprise design considerations along the 

lines of common organization function hierarchical decompositions. The present 

approach is to provide a design structure, usually to combine prescriptive and descriptive 

methods, to achieve the representation. Preliminary results of this tool's use are 

presented for designing and evaluating Terrasun L.L.C.'s manufacturing system. 
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I. Introduction 

This work provides a definitive enterprise representation. The focus is on the concepts 

and methods associated with analyzing alternative manufacturing options. Goals of this 

project include: 

1. Develop a conceptual framework for manufacturing system evaluation 
2. Formulate and provide the initial design of an alternative evaluation tool 
3. Develop and validate prototype software for the system structure, modules included in 
the system, and an output format yielding the best set of processes/materials from the 
hierarchical structure of alternatives 

Activities associated with the project included in-depth interviews with the principals of 

Terrasun L.L.C. Their input was based on a knowledge base of consultants' reports and a 

study of existing silicon manufacturing methods. The conceptual framework resulting 

from these efforts relates business and manufacturing strategy. A strategy in this context 

is a distinct set of machines and materials for producing the part. SEAE design is 

directed toward the conceptual structuring of a framework for representing the enterprise. 

SEAE operation is focused on extracting strategies through evaluation. 

Both descriptive[l, 2] and prescriptive[3, 4] methods are used to evaluate alternatives. 

The SES and its attributes describe the possible set of manufacturing strategies or 

machine and material compositions. SEAE execution evaluates the strategies based on 

the user's objectives. A suggested normative framework for this class of decisions 

involves periodic (armual), deterministic, constrained evaluation models to specify 

structural decisions. Enterprise cash flow, the investment return consequence of 
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structural decisions, is produced by the tool. Similarly, the detailed cost for individual 

entities can be explored for each SES pruned from the SEAE. 

Based on the System Entity Structure (SES)[5], the SES Enterprise Alternative Evaluator 

(SEAE) is an evaluation framework that includes a knowledge base of technologies and 

materials. Each alternative, a single pruning of the SES entity composition, is evaluated 

based on the user's objective(s) and the result stored in a database. The Java language's 

object-oriented representation and the dynamics of the DEVS-Java simulation 

environment are responsible for the SEAE's representation, evaluation, and storage 

capabilities. 

The SEAE inherits the top-down design methodology from its SES progenitor. 

Enterprise decomposition, perforaied with SES aspect and specialization productions, 

occur along the lines of normal enterprise ftmctions, commonly defined by departments, 

down to the actual processes and materials. Due to the early stages of enterprise design 

the tool is presently used for, evaluating the design for Terrasun L.L.C.'s make-to-stock 

manufacturing facility, a static model embodies the aggregated assumptions for the end 

of the time period of interest [6]. 
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1.1 Objectives 

The SEAE is a mechanism for structuring possible material and process objects, along 

with their attached attributes, into a tree of aitematives. An environment focused on 

optimization might include a mechanism for representing objectives. I believe objectives 

pivot around the specific problem they are constructed for and cannot be generalized to 

the same degree as the SEAE's SES decomposition productions. Thus, the SEAE is 

extensible to any level of alternative evaluation complexity and can incorporate 

optimization algorithms, but the SEAE is fundamentally descriptive, biased toward 

design and not evaluation. 

While describing the method for representing aitematives and their pruning, 1 will look at 

the related issue of manufacturing enterprise knowledge base construction and using this 

information as a model. This line of inquiry is similar to the Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing (CIM) research that focuses on Computer Aided Design (CAD), its data 

structures for product representation, and translating product data to Numerically 

Controlled CNC) machine programs for Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). This 

work inspired efforts to construct active database management systems (ADBMS') to 

provide data structures, or Global Conceptual Schema (GCS), to coordinate different 

design activities with a common data structure. Inspired by this research, my goal here is 

to place the SEAE in the context of CIM developments and contrast it as a standalone 

contribution to manufacturing representation, analogous in its positioning to Computer 

Aided Process Planning (CAPP)[7]. Postulating the SEAE's place as a representation 
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will include a look at the SES, its aspect and specialization structuring of enterprise 

entities, and the evaluations possible with automatic alternative enumeration. 

SES alternatives are constructed as specialized entities of a particular material or process. 

The SEAE, an enumeration tool, automatically parses through these alternatives to 

produce all possible enterprise configurations. Enterprise evaluation is conunonly in the 

form of Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on Investment 

(ROI), Payback Period, and Accountant Rate of Return (ARR). Implementing these 

techniques, commonly grouped as Discounted Cash Flow (DCF), is at the user's 

discretion. The SEAE is a tool of representation and enumeration. 

1.2 Approach 

The approach here is to construct a representation tool incorporating a knowledge base of 

enterprise possibilities and pruning it for the manufacturing system configuration best 

meeting the objective flmction. The SEAE's top-down enterprise decomposition takes 

the form of SES aspects and specializations. 

Aspect entities, conjunctive decompositions of processes to the machines and materials 

required to execute their function, are capable of representing aggregate enterprise tasks. 

The entire task of manufacturing, for example, is abstracted to one aspect node. Each 

manufacturing operation, a function, is decomposed into its machines and consumable 
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materials. Aspects, conjunctive in form, are complemented by the more specific 

specialization decompositions. 

The knowledge base flexibility to provide for enumerating different manufacturing 

system representations comes through SES entity specialization. Specialization, first 

proposed by Zeigler[8], bred the more recent object-oriented concept of virtual methods 

or in this case whole virtual objects. A specialized entity is virtual: declared without a 

specific entity implemented for execution. The declaration body of the specialized entity 

includes all the possible manifestations for reconfiguring the represented material or 

process. These manifestations are combined into an SES and enumerated by the SEAE to 

produce the evaluation. 

1.3 Structure of Dissertation 

The dissertation begins with a review of CAD as a manufacturing design representation 

technique and using CAPP to integrate it with CAM. This work, concerned with design 

representation, is related to the SEAE in providing a structured link between design and 

implementation. The CAD-CAM-CAPP work, elaborated on in Appendix 1, also 

inspired state-of-the-art database structuring methods that combine with rule bases to 

make ADBMS'. ADBMS' are of interest because of their use [9, 10] as a knowledge 

base in design automation. The SEAE is therefore a conceptual relative to the ADBMS 

as a knowledge based design tool for hierarchical structuring of a manufacturing 

enterprise. 
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The SEAE is built on the DEVS-Java simulation environment. We will look at DEVS-

Java and SEAE development requirements. Constructing alternatives in DEVS-Java 

requires mapping each specialization and its entities into an evaluation structure. Each 

specialized entity is instantiated as a state, or alternative, in a counter for the specialized 

node. The two types of counters are multiCounters and nCounters. A multiCounter, 

composed of nCounters, is the SEAE representation exercised by the DEVS-Java 

simulator. multiCounter execution performs the alternative evaluation scheme. 

Explaining multiCounter construction will be performed in tandem with an example from 

Terrasun L.L.C. After explicating how the altemative pruning mechanism works, we will 

look at using attributes for representation. Attributes, accessible to evaluation methods, 

add performance and cost information to the design's entities. 

In addition to evaluating the SEAE and its attribute use, we will look at other methods of 

altemative evaluation. Preferences are compared in the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) matrix[l] and a productivity ranking is provided by Data Envelopment Analysis 

(DEA)[3]. Shang and Sueyoshi[ll] combine AHP and DEA into an evaluation 

framework that compares with the SEAE. Comparisons between the different approaches 

will prove the SEAE, as a design framework, has the descriptive and prescriptive 

methods described by the AHP-DEA combination that are required of an enterprise 

representation and evaluation system. 
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2. Manufacturing Representation Background 

A primary goal in this representation is to reduce the medium of interest to meaningful 

"chunks" of information, or entities. Software engineers call these entities objects, 

manufacturers denominate their products in features, and database designers define their 

medium in fields, or schema, of the data type of interest. Likewise, the proposed 

enterprise design method will break down the materials and processes composing an 

example business to its constituent entities in taxonomic form. Enterprise representation 

is performed by assembling the materials and processes into a hierarchic structure with 

the entity-relational [12] System Entity Structure(SES). 

Object oriented technology and databases are the basic tools of representation for 

behavior and persistent memory. The word 'object' is used here with the widely accepted 

[13] meaning of representing a unique entity or concept in the real world. An object has 

a unique identifier, variables holding the values of its 'properties' or 'attributes', and 

interacts with the outside world tiirough a set of predefined methods. Objects, in 

combination with data and inter-object processes[14], provide the necessary components 

for an enterprise representation. 

Objects capture the concepts of a manufacturing enterprise's materials and processes. In 

addition objects are mutable, or changeable. Object malleability is useful at the concept 

stage when enterprise design requirements are in flux. Structuring either static or mutable 
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objects into a database of conjuncts and disjuncts, however, is an immutable or 

unchanging quality that lends itself to more persistent concepts. 

The SES, due to its generalized operations of aspect decomposition and specialization, is 

an ideal structure for design representation[5]. Decomposition operators are 

complemented by selection and synthesis rules for pruning the SES to obtain the design 

of interest. These operators are described[15]: 

Aspect Decomposition: A mode of hierarchic deconstruction, aspect decomposition 

is ideal for describing all the possible modes of representation for a particular entity. 

Figure 2.1 shows two different possible modes of aspect decomposition for a factory. 

Factory 

machitie - asp 

Factory 

building - asp 

mill lathe grinder shop warehouse Loading 
dock 

Factory 

machine - asp building - asp 

mill lathe grinder shop warehouse Loading 
dock 

Figure 2.1: Modes of Aspect Decomposition 

Either of Figure 2.rs representations is correct depending on the aspect or view of 
interest to the modeler. 
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Speciali2ation Decomposition: A strict definition of specialization is as a mode of 

classifying an entity - it describes the taxonomy of the specialized entity. The 

formulation of a specialization is very similar to the present object-oriented conception of 

having virtual classes. In this case the entity under specialization is virtual with each 

specialized entity an instance that can be used for actual representation in any one 

pruning of the specialization. 

/] thickness 
film 1/ 

I I  
film-spec 

r-^ 
Photopolymer DCG 

Figure 2.2: Entity Specialization 

Figure 2.2 shows the entity film to have two specialized entities that can replace it. These 

two specializations can also be looked at as alternatives for the material film. 

Multiple Decomposition: This is a special type of decomposition used for entities 

whose number in a system may vary. Figure 2.3 gives an example of a factory with 

several grinders represented with multiple decomposition. 

Factory 

machine - asp 
I 1 1 

mill lathe grinders 
i I i 

grinder 

Figure 2.3: Multiple Decomposition 
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Attached Variable: This is an attribute used to add resolution to the entity's 

description. Using the above example of film, "thickness" is a possible attached variable 

as shown in Figure 2.2. 

In addition to these basic SES components, there are five axioms to guide SES 

construction: 

1. Uniformity: Any two nodes with the same name have isomorphic 

subtrees and identical attached variables. This provides compactness of representation. 

Once a node, its substructure, and attached variables are specified, it does not have to be 

specified again if the same name is used down some other path of the tree. 

2. Strict Hierarchy: No entity name appears more than once down any path of 

the tree. This ensures that no substructure can be decomposed into itself. 

3. Alternating Mode: Each node has a mode that is either "entity", "aspect", or 

"specialization". If the mode is entity, then the modes of the successors are aspect or 

specialization; if the mode is aspect or specialization, then its children are entities. The 

root of the SES is always of mode "entity". This axiom ensures consistency of the 

decompositions and specializations of entities. 

4. Inheritance: every specialized entity inherits all the variables, aspects 

and specializations fi-om the parent of the specialization. Inheritance facilitates derivation 

of alternate arrangements of entities in the SES. 

5. Valid Siblings: No two sibling nodes have the same name, or label. 

6. Attached Variables: No two variables attached to the same node have the same 
name. 
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Selection Rules: Complementing the selection of specialized entities are selection 

rules. These are used to extract a particular entity of interest based on the present context 

of the SES pruning. 

Synthesis Rules: Similar to selection rules, synthesis rules are used to determine 

whether an aspect's entities can be combined. 

The axioms and decomposition modes discussed above are used to describe the 

manufacturing system in Figure 2.4 with the top-level entity tms divided into its 

underlying processes. Specialization is brought out for the "GlassSizeSpec" entity. Each 

specialized entity of the GlassSizeSpec can replace its parent node for evaluation 

purposes. In addition to the structural decomposition of the design, the SES also has 

descriptive attributes, exemplified by "No. Sheets" for the GlassSizeSpec node, which 

adds further resolution to Figure 2.4's design's representation. 
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tms(Terrasun Mfg. System) 

glass 

Size-spec 

No. Sheets 
Size(spec) Cell 

Proc 

CellBuild-
BuySpec 

Threes ixMM 
Glass 
Proc 

Three 
Six 
MM 
Glass 

Cut 

Cell 
Build 
Spec 

Washer 

Grind 

CZ EWT 
Build Build 
Proc Proc 

BCSC 
Build 
Proc 

film 
I I 

film 
Spec 
' I 

Imaging 
Proc 

FinalAssy 

Cell 
Buy 
Spec 

Photo-
polymer 
Proc 

DCG 
Proc 

DCG 
Proc 
Spec 

Imaging 
Equip 

Adhesive 
Spec 

JBox 

Jbox 
Spec 

Panel 
Test 

Panel 
Clean 

Panel 
Edge 

Panel 
Edge 
Spec 

Class 
Cell 
Hoe 
Lam 
Proc 

DCG 
Glass 
Proc 

DCG 
Mylar 
Proc 

ibex 
Manual 
Proc 

Jbox 
Robotic 
Proc 

SixMM 
Glass 
Proc 

CZ 
Buy 
Proc 

EWT 
Buy 
Proc 

BCSC 
Buy 
Proc 

Panel 
Edge 
Robotic 
Proc 

Panel 
Edge 
Manual 
Proc 

1 
Six 

1 
Washer 

MM 
Glass 

Cut 
Gnnd 

Panel Edge Edge Panel 
Edge Matl Matl Edge 
Robotic Manual 

Figure 2.4: System Entity Structure(SES) of Optical Element Manufacturing System 

Figure 2.4's specialized entities, glass for example, are virtual and can therefore be 

replaced by any of the entities under the specialization. The capacity to swap entities 

through specialization is the SEAE's mechanism for switching through alternatives 

during design evduation. Each design is therefore a pruned entity structure, a set of 

objects representative of an entire factory. 
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Objects as atomic enterprise entities have an analog in computer aided design (CAD) 

manufacturing representation methods, namely Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and 

Binary Tree Representation (B-Rep). These methods and their relation with Computer 

Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) will be 

contrasted with the generalized tree-based SES) [8] representation method. The SES 

organizes the enterprise processes for both representation and evaluation. 

Process plaiming, defined [7] as the link between design and manufacturing, uses CAD 

part features to generate the machine understandable NC code used on the factory floor. 

While a contribution in itself, process planning is an analog to the more generalized work 

performed by the SEAE is enterprise representation. The SEAE, a tree structure for the 

entire enterprise, is similar to a CAD file in the operations that represent the design. I 

will show here that as a design tool the SEAE has both the evaluation methods and the 

knowledge base for a business enterprise. The SEAE includes a static structuring of 

material and process entities for automatically enumerating the enterprise' 

"implementability" space. 

Wymore's [16] tricotyledon specification method describes the actual SEAE 

representation. Any system, in his view, is a vector of 6 coordinates that form the system 

design requirements (SDR): 

1. input/output 
2. technology 
3. performance 
4. cost 
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5. trade-off 
6. system test requirements 

The cross product of the functional (input/output) and buiidabie (technology) cotyledons 

are filtered for their "implementability" to form the tricotyledon. Performance, cost, and 

trade-off are used for system evaluation. Performance and cost are used to extract the 

best system with respect to the given objective. Trade-off signifies extracting the best 

system relative to a trade-off between performance and cost. Evaluation, performed via 

an order over the implementability space, is defined in terms of the two other orders over 

the functionality and buildability spaces. 

functionality 
cotyledon buildability 

cotyledon 

implementability 
cotyledon 

Contours represent 
implementable system 
designs equivalent with 
respect to the trade-off 
between the performance 
and cost requirements, 
generate by the trade-off 
requirement 

Figure 2.5: Tricotyledon System Space Representation 
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The tricotyledon is a useful abstraction for looking at the SEAE. For example, Wymore's 

"technology free" functional specification for a particular process is approached by an 

SES specialization. Each specialized entity, with attached attributes of performance and 

cost, is a potential solution already screened for function and technological applicability. 

Thus, the tricotyledon specification is performed prior to using the SEAE. These 

abstractions provide a good overview of what is captured in the SEAE. Cost and 

performance are represented by entity attributes. Trade-offs are captured in alternative 

evaluation. 

With the SEAE forming the basic enterprise structure, the concept of a design space from 

Wymore's [17] more extensive set based system configuration concepts is the abstract 

level that the SEAE derives from. Figure 2.6 describes Wymore's "implementability" 

space and how the cross product of the materials and equipment cotyledons are pruned to 

provide the manufacturing configuration. 
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Database of Enterprise 
Possibilities 

Simulation 
Parameters DifTraction 

Efliciency 

Materials 

Manufacturing 
Enterprise 

Configurations 

Equipment 

X| 

Xj 
Xi 

X4 

g(X,,X2^j.X4) 

possibility space 
of production with ^ 
present materials, 
equipment, and device 
behavior 

Figure 2.6: Enterprise Simulation Environment 

As shown in Figure 2.6, simulating the example product's diffractive element (DE) 

produces the diffraction efficiency space. The DE is the product manufactured and the 

simulation presently consists of a rigorous coupled wave function[l8], g(xi, X2, X3, X4). 

The DE space is also the functional (input/output) cotyledon [16] which bounds the space 

of possible designs. Materials and equipment available, prescribed to a SES knowledge 

base, form the technology cotyledon that intersects in Figure 2.6 based on the required 

performance. The SEAE extracts material and process combinations based on the 

performance, cost, and trade-offs built into evaluation methods. 

2.1 The SES, Generalized Representation, and the SEAE 

As described in Appendix 1, the SEAE is comparable to manufacturing representations 

used in CAD. Clarification is required, however, in how the SEAE serves the diverse 
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needs of enterprise representation. Coyne[l9] characterized a design description by a 

symbolic mapping: 

D  =  T(  K U K S,  I , V )  
D: enterprise design description (System Entity Structure (SES)) 
V: vocabulary of elements (entities) 
I: interpretation (feasible manufacturing system) 
Ki, Ks: knowledge used in configuring and producing designs 
x: transformation where the design is produced given the vocabulary, the desired 
interpretation (goals), and appropriate knowledge. 

The above formulation provides a framework to describe the work performed here. 

Entities, our vocabulary (V) of elements, are actually objects written in the Java 

programming language. Interpretation (I) is derived from the particular line of inquiry 

posed to the set of system representative objects that compose the system. Kj is 

interpretive knowledge for converting production assumptions into the SES conjuncts and 

disjuncts representing the manufacturing enterprise. Design descriptions, pruned SES', 

the final product of interpretation, are generated in conformance with the SES syntax [5] 

or Ks- T generates a single enterprise instance or one SES selection for each specialized 

node. 

A simpler expression of the SEAE formulation is: 

1. Build SES knowledge base of process and material requirements 

2. Produce a problem formulation that is handled by the constraint-based SEAE 
evaluation 

3. Find the best system based on the evaluation metric 
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Quantitative evaluation for 
least cost structure 

Possible alternatives entered 
into SES structure 

Best System Selected 

Figure 2.7: SEAE Execution Procedure 

Figure 2.7's formulation, founded on the understanding provided by the existing 

knowledge base, is used to create the initial model description. Constraints are in the 

form of allowable SES decompositions and specializations of each process. The SEAE 

therefore forms the basis of an evaluation tool through its constraint based, prescriptive 

syntax of decomposition and specialization for configuring enterprise elements. 

2.2 Conclusion 

The uniqueness of this dissertation is one of definition. The term "enterprise", although 

commonly used, is not formally defined. In Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) 

[20] "enterprise" is associated with the CIM Open Systems Architecture (CIMOSA) [21], 

and real-time control systems [22, 23]. For our purposes, however, the "enterprise" is a 

modifiable design structure open for evaluation. It refers to the SES metaschema, its 
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attributes, and logic. The enterprise is a malleable information structure captured in a top 

down hierarchical maimer to the nodes in the resulting pnmable SES. 

The SEAE subsumes, and is more flexible than, current CIM knowledge-representation 

schemes. For example. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [24] employs a standard set 

of primitive objects and supports mapping of each part in the CSG database to its 

corresponding machine or process description. Process planning, the link between design 

and manufacturing, uses CAD part features to generate machine-understandable NC code 

used on the factory floor [7]. In contrast, the SEAE employs an object-oriented 

environment to access the attribute data in objects (materials and processes) and searches 

for the most cost effective or profitable manufactiiring configuration within its database 

of possibilities. The SEAE evaluates a given manufacturing alternative based on cost and 

performance variables associated with its objects. These performance variables include 

the product's simulation results. The SES' tree-like knowledge structure for the entire 

enterprise, exemplified by the set of schema shown in Figure 2.4, provides the foundation 

for an enterprise evaluation framework. 
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3. SEAE Architecture 

The SEAE, in determining the best set of entities from an SES structuring of the 

possibility space, is a representation tool for enumerating its entities. SES aspects and 

specializations, conjunctive and disjunctive constructs, represent the design space[5] in a 

top-down decomposition that organizes the system components. The defining step in SES 

evolution to the SEAE, that of mapping SES entities into a form readable by the 

environment, is implemented here with the SEAE object language. This DEVS-Java[25] 

based technique for mapping the design into a numerable structure consists of 

constructing each SES entity as a DEVS[26] model. These models, coupled to form the 

SEAE, provide an enumerated cross product of the specialized SES entities diuing SEAE 

execution. Structure evaluation, finding the best set of aspects and specialized entities to 

meet a particular objective, is the final stage. 

Constructing the specializations, or SES alternatives, is inductive in SEAE construction 

and relies on the modeler's domain knowledge. The example used here, a business 

enterprise, is a tree structiire of manufacturing technology alternatives; existing or 

proposed. This consists of materials and processes available in manufacturing system 

selection. Constructed in DEVS-Java, each material and process is cast as an object, or 

SES entity, with attached attributes. An evaluation process selects a particular SES 

configuration from the alternative structures based on a specific performance objective. 

We will review the representation method before looking at the SEAE object language, 

its constructors, and the enumeration that produces the recommended design. 
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3.1 Generalized Representation 

SES representation is a design method ideally suited for organizing ideas [5]. SES 

representation fits the pre-production manufacturing plant, viewed here as beginning with 

a product and an unclear picture of its required processes. Altematives initially derive 

from the inherent ambiguity about the future performance of different methodologies to 

achieve the proposed process flmction. Increasing the description's resolution includes 

mapping assimiptions into descriptions and descriptions into meaningfixl process 

representative entities. Choosing altematives then consists of extracting the "best" 

process/material combination. For example. Figure 3.1 represents a generic set of 

processes with the alternative machines and materials presented as layers. 

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 

Pipcess/Material 1 

['rocess/Material n 

Alternative 
couplings 

Process 4 

Process/Material I 
Alternative 
process and 
matenals 

Process/Matenal n 

Process/Material 1 

Process/Material n 

Process/Material I 

Process/Material n 

Figure 3.1: Alternate Process Technologies 

Each layer in Figure 3.1 is actually a set of altematives, or a specialization, that the user 

or enumeration process uses to select its desired entities. In addition. Figure 3.rs 
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production process model reduces the manufacturing system into a series of stages. Each 

stage has alternative machine and material capabilities under consideration. This 

system's evaluation function will determine the impact of alternative process technology 

choices based on both product unit costs and manufacturing system performance 

measures. 

3.2 SEAE Architecture 

As discussed, material and process objects of the manufacturing system that comprise the 

enterprise state space are represented with an SES. This tree-like structure organizes the 

conceptual space of design[5] into aspects and specializations. Computational complexity 

for the structure is approximately OCn"*) (Appendix 2), where n is the number of 

specializations and m is the number of levels in the associated SES. The structure of the 

state space, however, is not neatly ordered in binary alternatives. Often an alternative 

node has more than two choices. An automatic enumeration scheme is therefore designed 

to handle any number of alternatives by placing a counter, instantiated as a DEVS model, 

at each SEAE junction. Each alternative entity corresponds to a state of the counter 

model and enumeration occurs by transitioning between them. 
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Figiu-e 3.2 describes how the SEAE inherits the basic modeling relation from Zeigler[26]. 

Figure 3.2's relations include a conceptual mapping from the user-defined system to the 

model. The SEAE object language, responsible for casting SES aspect and specialization 

nodes into SEAE readable objects, has a construction procedure to be discussed in 

Chapter 4. Figure 3.2 also clarifies that the structural manipulations are performed on the 

objects that compose the SEAE. The user performs these modifications on the GUI 

representing the SES. While Figure 3.2 helps describe model construction, model 

execution requires pruning and evaluating each SES instance. This pruning consists of 

choosing only one alternative from each of the SES specializations. Figure 3.3 describes 

how the SEAE, in its general-purpose design, operates on an SES inclusive of all 

alternatives and therefore parses through each pruning during evaluation. 

Real System 
Computer 

User mapping 
of concepts into 
SES knowledge base 

SEAE Object 
Language 

Model digPait and 
atomPait objects 

of SEAE 

Figure 3.2: IVIodel Construction with SEAE Object Language 
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Figure 33: SEAE Operation 

Figure 3.3 describes SEAE operation. The user first constructs the SES in the SEAE 

object language. SEAE constructors build the SES into a set of aspects and 

specializations. SEAE execution consists of pruning the SES alternatives: all aspects and 

only one selected alternative from each specialization. This enumeration is performed by 

the user, or done automatically, to insert or delete any aspect or specialization node of 
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interest. Figure 3.3 describes the evaluation structures as a cross product, six in this case, 

of the disjoint specializations. Upon evaluation, the data is output to a database for later 

reference. After mapping the prescribed SES into DEVS models, SEAE execution is 

transparent to the user. This is due to the DEVS-Java GUI interface's directing, via user 

actions, of the coupled model's execution/simulation to produce the SES structural 

variations. 

3.3 Conclusion 

Figure 3.3's enumeration is founded on a mapping of the SES entities to the SEAE via 

the SEAE object language. The SEAE object language, containing the necessary 

constructors to transform the SES aspect and specialization nodes into an SEAE, derives 

its expressive power from the DEVS-Java environment. This environment provides for 

both automatic enumeration of the SES structured designs and evaluating each SES 

instance based on the user's objective. 
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4. SEAE Implementation 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the SEAE transforms user designs, structured as SES', into an 

enumeration scheme for evaluating the design's alternatives. The SEAE has two modes 

of operation: manual "pruning" or automatic enumeration. User pruning relies on the 

DEVS-Java environment's graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Both manual pruning and 

automatic enumerating of the mapped SES relies on DEVS-Java to produce the SEAE for 

automatic evaluation. 

4.1 DEVS-Java and the GUI Classes 

The SEAE framework, constructed in the Java programming language, inherits GUIs for 

user execution. GUIs are used in the SEAE to give the user control over both the 

particular SES she uses and a hierarchical view of the SES' entities. The hierarchical 

view is provided so that the user can "decompose" (a button on the "Model Constructor" 

window panel) each aspect or specialization node to its component entities. The user also 

has the power to prune particular entities of interest with the "select" button. SEAE 

windows, derived from the DEVS-Java environment, inherit from the Java language's 

abstract windowing toolkit (AWT). SEAE interface capabilities are therefore 

perceptually similar to rurming simulation models in DEVS-Java. 

A simple overview of the DEVS-Java GUI classes is difficult due to the levels of 

indirection imposed by extensive use of the abstract data type. For example, an 

associated event handler is instantiated in each of the "Model Constructor", "Coupled 
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Model Controller", "Animation", and "Applet Viewer" user windows as callable objects. 

An event handler is a class designed to interpret user interactions, such as "mouse down" 

or "mouse up", and take a specified course of action. Event specified actions, however, 

become quite complicated. This is especially true in cases where structural modifications 

such as "select" or "decompose" result in the SES data structure being modified and 

redisplayed to the screen. Calling DEVS-Java GUIs, documented in the DEVS-Java 

Reference Guide[25], is exemplified in Figure 4.1. 

makePalleneO 
handleEventO populateCanvasO 

Coupled 

StartO 

sctPkgName I 

initPkg 

Model Control 

setPackageNameO 

"Coupled Model Control" 

'> digPartpostlnttializeO 
= pasteBuaon) 

\ handleEventO 

devsApplet 

/ 

/ 

tms.initO 

Hpvcr)rjiwPnn(»I 
"  — m u l t i C o u n t e r . m i t O  

^^on{ enter digraph class} 
getClassInstance = tefmuatms 

Figure 4.1: DEVS-Java GUI Classes and SEAE Initialization 

Figure 4.1'$ devsApplet, the central GUI class, starts the initial thread of execution and 

determines the name of the Java package. Packages in the Java programming 
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language[27] are defined as a set of related classes brought together into a single 

compilation unit by defining them all within one file. The package name used, terrasun, 

is declared in all classes directly describing the SEAE of interest, "terrasim" is also the 

directory where all the project files are stored. 

Figure 4.1 shows the class devsBoxPanel, titled "Coupled Model Control" on the 

window, using its method setPackageName( ) to record "terrasun". "terrasun" is the 

example domain in this case for model construction. It might be noted that any domain 

of interest can be modeled in the same way that "terrasim" is used, tms (terrasun 

manufacturing system), the central file of the terrasim package, is then accessed by 

devsDrawPanel's getCIassInstance() during initialization. As a central file, tms contains 

the static variables used during SEAE evaluation. SES pruning requires the "Coupled 

Model Control", a GUI that initiates the session, to be displayed on the screen for the user 

to make graphical modifications with the "select" or "decompose" buttons. Actual 

evaluation, as shown in Figure 4.1, uses the "evaluate button" of the coupled model 

controller to call the postInitialize( ) method of the digPart class. We will look at the 

digPart class in the next section when reviewing the DEVS-Java classes necessary for the 

SEAE. 

The Java programming language's GUI (AWT) libraries are the building blocks for the 

network of interdependencies in the class hierarchy responsible for generating the DEVS-

Java GUI interfaces. For example. Figure 4.2 explicates the inheritance structure of 
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Figure 4.1 's classes and shows the boundary between the Java and DEVS-Java classes. 

As shown, devsApplet inherits the functionality of the BoxAppIet and CelLAppIet in 

addition to the normal capabilities of the Java Applet class. A similar inheritance 

structure is used by devsBoxPanel. Thus, the Java programming environment is extended 

here for the SEAE DEVS-Java GUI representation. 

Applet 
Java 

DEVS-Java 

devsDrawPanel 

CellApplet 

t 
BoxApplet 

! 
devsApplet 

Panel 

CellPanel 

t 
BoxPanel 

t 
devsBoxPanel 

Figure 4.2: GUI Inheritance Structure 

GUI support gives the SEAE user the on-screen interaction capabilities to select and 

prune the structure for a particular evaluation. Evaluation data, presently ported to a 

database as shown in Figure 3.3, could likewise be sent directly to the screen via the 

GUIs. While the environment described herein provides representation capability 

unprecedented for enterprise metamodels, this brief overview simply underscores the 

DEVS-Java environment's extensibility. 
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4.2 SES Representation in the SEAE Object Language 

The SEAE, conforming to the SES axioms[5], uses the SES' aspect and specialization 

structural representations for its respective conjunctive and disjunctive decompositions. 

SES implementation, conceptually a static structuring of the design, uses the existing 

ftmctionality of DEVS-Java classes through inheritance. For example. Figure 4.3's 

DEVS-Java class structure shows digPart, the aspect node in this formulation, inheriting 

from the model composition classes. Figure 4.3 also shows that digPart's forebears are 

coupled model classes, thereby giving it the aspect node composition capabilities. 

nCounter 

container 
atomic 1 

coupled I 

atomic 
coupled 

atomicbase 
digraph 

atomGraph 
relation digraphGraph 

atomPart function 

/ \ digPart multiCounter 

proc materials specDefeultGraph 

Figure 43: SEAE use of the DEVS-Java classes 

The central file, tms, mentioned in the GUI class description, contains the static variables 

for SEAE evaluation, inherits from the digPart class and maintains the highest level 
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conjunctive entity structure decomposition, tms is an aspect node. Figure 4.4's SES is 

an example of the SES' top-down design methodology. We will follow Figure 4.4's 

glass process to its SEAE construction. 
tms 

I  
tms-dec 

I ^ 1 
GlassProc CoaterProc 

I I  I I  
temper-Spec coater-Spec 

I ^  I  ^  1 
TSTemperProc VirTemperProc Coaler 1 Coater2 

Figure 4.4: GlassProc SES 

tms, instantiated as the SEAE name, contains the structure's initial entities, tms^ only 

node is the single aspect GlassProc. GlassProc's object is therefore added to Figure 4.5's 

ims object body. 

public class tms extends digPart { 

public tms(){ 
super("tms"); 

add(new GlassProc()); 
add(new CoaterProc()); 

makeDig(); 
} 

} 

Figure 4.5: tms Source Code (Aspect) 

Figure 4.5 shows the class tms inheriting ("extends") from the digPart aspect class and 

adds GlassProc as a new object in its class body, tms also calls the method makeDig() 

for construction. The method makeDig( ), inherited by tms from digPart, is the model 
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constructor. makeDig( ) uses both the aspect and specialization nodes during model 

construction. For the purposes of explication, we will look first at aspect and 

specialization representation mechanisms before reviewing makeDig( )'s operation. 

Similar to tms, shown in Figure 4.4, GlassProc is an aspect node and uses makeDig() as 

its constructor. Figure 4.6 shows that the only entity added for the GlassProc 

decomposition is TemperSpec. 

public class GlassProc extends digPart { 

public GlassProc(){ 
super("GlassProc"); 

add(new TemperSpec()); 

makeDig(); 

} 

Figure 4.6: GlassProc Constructor 

Figure 4.6's GlassProc declares a "new" object in its class body; Figure 4.7's 

TemperSpec. This is a specialization node due to its inheritance from Figure 4.3's 

SpecDefaultGraph class. TemperSpec therefore has alternatives, instantiated as "new" 

objects in its class body, available for individual selection. 
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public class TemperSpec extends SpecDefaultGraph { 

public TemperSpec(){ 
super{"TemperSpec"); 

add(new TSTemperProc()); 
add{new VirTemperProc()); 

initialize(); 

SpecDefaultGraph, a subclass of Figure 4.3's coupled model hierarchy, inherits the 

composition operations of its parent classes. Intemally, SpecDefaultGraph maintains a 

pointer to the entities declared within its class body. This empowers specialization nodes 

with the capability of pointing, or selecting, among its alternatives. A method, 

SpecDefaultGraph's altematives( ), calculates a specialization's cardinality, or declared 

number of entities. This is necessary for the specialization to construct an internal data 

structure, composed with Figure 4.3's right-most class hierarchy, to transition between 

the instantiated entities shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.7: TemperSpec Source Code (Specialization) 

TemperSpec 
alternative 2 alternative 1 

TSTemper 
Proc 

stepAlt() Viracon 
Temper 

Figure 4.8: TemperSpec Alternative . .)ing Example 
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SpecDefaultGraph's method stepAh( ) moves the entity pointer sequentially between 

alternatives when called by the associated DEVS nCounter. The consequent on-line 

dynamic switching capacity results in automatic SEAE enumeration. Figure 4.8's 

switching between Figure 4.7's object body specializations is alternative enumeration. 

The first specialized entity, TSTemperProc, contains the expected materials and 

processes for a self-contained glass tempering and finishing operation. Figure 4.9's class 

definition shows TSTemperProc inheriting from digPart, and is therefore an aspect node. 

public class TSTemperProc extends digPart { 

public TSTemperProc(){ 
super("TSTemperProc"); 

// Processes 
add(new TSTemper()); 
add(new CutGrind()); 
add(new Washer()); 
add(new GlassHandling()); 

// Materials 
add(new Soap()); 
add(new SixMMGlass()); 
add(new GrindingWheels()); 

makeDig(); 

Figure 4.9: TSTemperProc Aspect Node 

Similar to TSTemperProc, the other specialization alternative in Figure 4.7, 

VirTemperProc, is also an aspect. Figure 4.4's VirTemperProc representation completes 

the SES. With the example structure in SES form, mapping it into SEAE nCounters 

prepares the process for evaluation. 
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4.2.1 SEAE Enumeration 

Reflecting entities into nCounters is tlie major point of departure from the SES 

knowledge base to the SEAE. nCounters, cast as discrete event systems (DEVS)[26], are 

produced by the SEAE object language (Figure 3.2) and map both aspect and 

specialization entities into the SEAE structure. In the case of specialization, the nCounter 

transitions between alternatives to evaluate the prescribed knowledge base. nCounter 

transitioning consists of moving the entity pointer among the alternatives during SEAE 

execution (Figure 4.8). Only the alternative pointed to is in the active state and provides 

output, or access to its attributes. The cycling frequency between active states for 

specialized alternatives depends on the nCounter's time advance function [26]. Figure 

4.10 shows that for a single entity decomposition (n = 1), the case of an aspect node, the 

nCounter is "active" for the entire SEAE execution period (myDevs.simTime). The other 

case, a specialization, specifies the cycling frequency by the factor "cycleFrequency". 

public void initialize(){ 
count = 0; 
if (n == 1) 

hold_in("active", myDevs.simTime); 
else i 

hold_in("active", 
cycleFrequency*(double)myDevs.simTime); 

} 

super.initialize(); 
} 

Figure 4.10: nCounter Initialization 

Figure 4.10's nCounter initialization method for single vs. multiple entity node 

construction also exposes that SEAE execution has a given simulation time 
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(myDevs.simTime). This is defined in digPart as some integer multiple of the total 

number of alternatives in the system and is set after die entire SES is mapped to an 

SEAE. An additional state variable, cycleFrequency, is an inverse of the total number of 

alternatives at the time of the nCounter's construction. cycleFrequency synchronizes the 

nCounters during SEAE execution. Figure 4.11 shows the nCounter constructor and its 

arguments. 

public nCounter(String name, int Mod, devs D, double num){ 
super(name); 
n = Mod; 
cycleFrequency = num; 

myDevs = D; 
) 

Figure 4.11: nCounter Constructor 

Figure 4.11's "name" is the actual string, GlassProc for example, of the entity that the 

nCounter represents. Mod is the integer number of alternatives available for this 

nCounter. Argiraient D, cast as a DEVS, is a pointer to the underlying DEVS nCounter 

model. The simulator manipulates D during execution to modify the pointer position 

while stepping through the model's alternatives. The final argument, num, instantiated as 

"cycleFrequency" for nCounter use, is the simulation time firaction, or time delay, 

between this model's alternative transitions, num derives from the number of alternatives 

in the SES at the time of the nCounter's construction and depends on yet a higher level of 

construction, that of the multiCounter. 
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4.2.2 muItiCounter and SEAE Construction 

The muItiCounter, a coupled model, results from mapping the SES to an SEAE and is 

composed of nCounters constructed by digPart's makeDig( ). muItiCounter construction 

occurs automatically when an aspect node, GlassProc in Figure 4.4 for example, calls 

makeDig( ) in its class body. Because the muItiCounter is essentially a coupled model, it 

inherits from Figure 4.3's model composition classes. Figure 4.12 shows the 

muItiCounter automatically constructed as the coupled model for all instantiated 

nCounters when the SES nodes call digPart's makeDig( ). 

double cycleFrequency=l; 

public void malceDig(){ 

if (d == null){ 
d = new muItiCounter("multi"); 
d.add(new .nCounter ("genr", 1, 1)); 

for (entity p = components.get_head(); p != null;p = p.get_right()) { 
entity ent = p.get_ent(); 
devs dd = (devs)ent; 

if(dd.spec) { 
m = m*(1.0/(double)dd.alternatives()); 
d.add(new nCounter(dd.get_name(), dd.alternatives(),dd, 

cycleFrequency)); 

> 
else { 

d.add(new nCounter(dd.get_name(), 1, dd, 1.0)); 
} 

} 

d.make(components.get_length() +1) ; 

} 

Figure 4.12: digPart's makeDigQ Constructor 

Figure 4.12's makeDig( ) first checks if a pointer to the muItiCounter exists. Upon 

creating a new muItiCounter, the pointer d is created to reference the name "multi". If 
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the SES to SEAE translation is already underway, makeOig( ) picks up the pointer to 

the multiCounter under construction and continues adding nCounters to it. 

When called, makeDigC ) picks up the object's first component using the data 

structuring classes on the far right of Figure 4.3 and casts the entity as a DEVS for 

future nCounter construction. Constructor evaluation consists of checking whether the 

component is a specialization, setting the simulation time firaction if it is, and coupling 

the multiCounter model. The specialization node constructor marks each of its entities 

with a Boolean variable "spec = true" and makeDig( ) queries this variable when 

constructing nCounters. 

The reader might notice the variable "cycleFrequency = 1" precedes the makeDig( ) 

method and is followed by the modifier "cycleFrequency" in a procedure prior to 

constructing the specialized nCounter. cycleFrequency, the alternative node's time 

advance multiplier, is reduced by multiplying it with the reciprocal of the number of 

alternatives available for this specialization. The altematives( ) method, shown in 

Figure 4.13, calculates the total number of a particular specialization's entities. 
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public int alternatives(){ 
int number = I; 
for (entity p = components.get_head{); p != null;p = p.get_right()) 

{ 

entity ent = p.get_ent(); 
devs d = (devs)ent; 

number = number * d.alternatives(); 

return number; 
} 

Figure 4.13: digPart's Alternatives Method 

Figure 4.12's argument "cycieFrequency" for specialized nCounters, an accumulated 

inverse of the total number of alternatives found in the SES, is used to set the internal 

transition time of each nCounter. 

4.2.3 SEAE/multlCounter Execution 

SEAE execution for Figure 4.4's representative SES requires multiCounter and nCounter 

initialization. The multiCounter for the GlassProc example, shown in Figure 4.14, is a 

coupled model, with an atomic model for the nCounter. 
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Figure 4.14: Coupled multiCounter model 

Figure 4.4 shows two alternatives for Figure 4.14's GlassProc nCounter. As mentioned, 

the nCounter is a DEVS, transition flmctions inclusive. The external, internal, and output 

functions are described in Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17. 
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5ext(e, X): STATES x INPUTS STATES 

public void deltext(int e,message x) 
I 
if(n == 1){ 
hold_in("active", myDevs.simTime); 
} 

Continue(e); 

count = count input; 

if ( n != 1) { 
hold_in("active", cycieFrequency*(double)myDevs.simTime ); 
} 

if (count >= n) { 
count = count - n; 
hoid_in("active", 0); 

} 

Figure 4.15: nCounter External Transition Function 

The two arguments of Figure 4.15's external transition function include the elapsed time, 

e, and an input message, x. Because we use the simulation engine here to exercise the 

nCounter DEVS, and not for behavioral simulation, x is a single non-representative 

integer. Elapsed time, e, is used to record the time of the last input and update the time 

advance function for the DEVS with "Continue(e)". Count is used to monitor when the 

entire list of nCounter specializations is traversed. When count equals the total number 

of specializations, the nCounter transitions back to the head of the specialization list with 

"hoid in{"active",0)". This results in a single nCounter DEVS execution before 

returning control of the model's state to the internal transition flmction. 
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While the external transition function sets the entity pointer to the head of the list after 

complete traversal, the remaining alternative transitions are executed by Figure 4.16's 

internal transition fimction. 

Sint: STATES -> STATES 

public void deltintO 
{ 
passivate() ; 
if (n == 1) { // single aspect case 
hold_in("active", digPart.m*(double)myDevs.simTime); 
) 
else { 
hold_in("active", cycleFrequency*(double)myDevs.simTime); 
myDevs.stepAltO ; 

} 

I 

Figure 4.16: nCounter Internal Transition Function 

The internal transition fxmction's first operation is to "passivate()" the model, or put it in 

a passive state. Acting in conjunction with the external transition function, the internal 

transition function disables the model when the list of specializations is finished in the 

general case. Figure 4.16, however, reinstates the model to "active" for the prescribed 

SEAE simulation time for the single aspect case, when (n = 1), or to a firaction of the 

simulation time for a specialization. The function stepAlt( ) of the SpecDefaultGraph 

class is called when there is more than one alternative for the node (n != 1) and the DEVS 

is put in the active state for the prescribed fraction of the simulation time. Therefore, the 

intemal transition function is responsible for moving the entity pointer between the SES' 

specialized alternatives. 
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Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 clarify that nCounter DEVS output only occurs in the active 

state. Figure 4.17 describes the conditional logic of the nCounter output function by its 

only producing output when the phase is active. 

k: STATES -» OUTPUTS 

public message out( ) 
{ 

message m = new message(); 
if (phase_is{"active")){ 

content con = make_content("out", new floatEnt(1)); 
m.add(con); 

} 

return m; 
} 

Figure 4.17: nCouater Output Function 

Describing the nCounter's DEVS transition functions clarifies each alternative selection 

model's behavior. For a description of the underlying simulator's operation see [8]. 

For Figure 4.4's example. Table 1 for is the multiCounter and nCounter parameters the 
SEAE. 

Item Tempers pec CoaterSpec Total 

Alternatives 2 2 4 

simTime 20 20 + 20=40 40 

cycleFreq 1/2 1/2 * 1/2 = 1/4 

m*simTime 20 10 

Table 1: multiCounter simulation parameters 

Table I's alternatives come directly fi-om the specializations of Figure 4.4. simTime, 

used in Figure 4.10's nCounter initialization, is the number of simulation time units 

required for SEAE execution. simTime was arbitrarily chosen as a constant multiple, ten 
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in this case, of the total number of SES alternatives. The multiple m, a multiplicative 

inverse of the number of alternatives for each constructed nCounter, is multiplied by 

simTime to produce the time delay before cycling to the next nCounter alternative. 

The time delay modifications determine nCounter synchronization during multiCounter 

execution. Figure 4.18 exemplifies the events that occur over the 40 time units of 

GlassProc's SEAE execution. 

Enterprise 
Alternatives 

TS 
Temper 
Proc 

Coatcrl 

TS 
Temper 
ftoc 

Coaler2 

Viracon 
Temper 
Proc 

Coaterl 

10 20 

stepAltO 

30 

Viracon 
Temper 
Proc 

Coater? 

40 
time 

Figure 4.18: SEAE Execution for GlassProc 

Figure 4.18's stepAlt( ) is a method executed by the internal transition function, 5int, of 

GlassProc's nCounter when it moves the entity pointer defined in Figure 4.3's 

specDefaultGraph class. stepAlt( ) is the method that switches between the four 

alternatives. The GlassProc nCounter remains active for the entire simulation time. 

However, it is only possible to evaluate alternatives in the "active" state by digPart's 

methods. 
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We include alternatives in the nCounter for each decomposed entity, and compose the 

multiCounter from the nCounters. multiCounter execution is an evaluation that produces 

the best set of alternatives, or pruned entities, for each specialization. Specialization is 

used for the specific purpose of representing alternatives. Aspects, conjunctions between 

the different represented processes, complement the representation power of the tool. 

Figure 2.7's SES conjunct and disjunct representation, in combination with the SEAE's 

evaluation capacity, results in a complete design representation and evaluation 

environment. 
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5. SEAE Example 

Chapter 4 focused on transforming the SES to an evaluation via the SEAE object 

language. Evaluation, performed during SEAE execution, uses the digPart (Figure 4.3) 

access methods. It was also explained that digPart, a composition class, initiates the 

SEAE and contains the methods used to access design entities (objects). digPart 

methods, in accessing the cost and performance attributes, also have external parameters 

available to complement the evaluation. Figure 5.1 describes an example method's 

internal design attributes and external factors. 

Figure S.l's exogenous and endogenous method arguments describe the design's internal 

representation and the extemal factors required for evaluation. CIMOSA[28], a joint 

collaboration of nineteen European organizations known as the AMICE Consortium will 

be used as a reference for enterprise data structuring. CIMOSA defines an integrated 

methodology to support all phases of the CIM life cycle. These include requirements 

specification, system design, implementation, release, operation, and maintenance. 

Enterprise Design Attributes 
(Endogenous Values of SES) 

digPart Evaluation 

Figure 5.1: digPart Method Evaluation 
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CIMOSA also provides a framework for guiding CIM users in enterprise system design 

and implementation. CIMOSA does not provide a standard manufacturing architecture, 

but rather a reference to derive a configuration fulfilling a specific enterprise's needs. A 

comparison of the SEAE and CIMOSA data structure hierarchies is shown in Table 2. 

SEAE Hierarchy CIMOSA Hierarchy 
Attributes data 

Entity object 
nCounter(DE V S) model 

multiCounter(coupled DEVS) Simulation Model 
DEVS Simulator Simulation Control 

Table 2 : Data Hierarchy for SEAE Evaluation 

Table 2 compares the SEAE to the CIMOSA[20, 29] enterprise hierarchy. The 

comparison is made to describe the SEAE's hierarchical data relationships. CIMOSA's 

object-oriented structure has the SES decomposition and specialization operations, but 

without the SEAE's automatic alternative generation. Table 2 also shows simulation 

control classified with the DEVS Simulator. DEVS-Java's simulator is the SEAE 

background controller. In model-view-controller (MVC) terms, each DEVS-Java GUI, a 

view, has the DEVS-Java simulator as a corresponding controller to direct 

multiCounter/SEAE enumeration. 

The SES design methodology is a top-down decomposition of each process into its 

constituent equipment and materials. Chapter 4's GlassProc, an example of SES 

decomposition, did not include attributes. Each SES leaf entity has any number of 

attributes. Evaluation methods, such as cost, are transformed via polymorphism to handle 
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both material and process classes. Therefore, the SEAE uses all of the DEVS-Java 

environment's features for both constructing and evaluating a prescribed structure. 

The enterprise example in this Chapter uses entities to include the endogenous, or design 

attributes. These attributes, cast as static variables, are used by external methods along 

with exogenous factors such as demand and production period, to evaluate the different 

"states" of the SEAE. A state is a unique pruning of specialized entities. A static model 

is the best representation due to the state aggregation used for pre-production modeling. 

The present SEAE static model, constructed with endogenous or internal attributes, is 

used in combination with methods using exogenous factors to produce a design 

evaluation. The SEAE is both "accurate enough" for pre-production enterprise design 

and extensible as more information becomes available. 

5.1 SEAE Evaluation 

Continuing with Chapter 4's example, material cost evaluation uses both the internal cost 

attributes of the design's entities and a cost evaluation method in digPart. The three 

inheritance paths of Figure 4.3 include compositions for single models (left most), 

coupled models (middle), and simulation based data structures (right). Single model 

composition classes are also the line of inheritance for the single material and process 

entities. For example, all single entities providing evaluation data like "soap" or 

"GrindingWheels" in Figure 4.9 inherit from Figure 4.3's atomPart class. Data access is 

controlled via nCounter access, i.e., only active nCounters will yield their atomPart(s) for 
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evaluation. The evaluation methods in digPart assess each set of alternatives presently 

"active" in the SEAE and type cast their search in terms of the atomPart class as shown in 

Figure 5.2's example digPart evaluation method. 

public double materialCost() { 
double MatlCost = 0; 
for (entity p = get_atomic_components().get_head{); p != null;p = 

p.get_right()) { 

entity ent = p.get_ent(); 

devs d = (devs)ent; 
Ma^Cost: = MatlCost: ((atomPart)d) .materialCost:() ; 

return MatlCost; 
( 

Figure 5.2: digPart's Material Cost Evaluation 

Figure 5.2 shows digPart's inheritance from the DEVS container classes (far right of 

Figure 4.3) results in the method's ability to access all the atomic components in the 

constructed SES. Accessing material cost for a particular entity, however, requires 

casting the component as an atomPart. digPart uses the "materialCost( )" method to 

search for each "MatlCost" attribute in the constructed atomPart objects: this is shown in 

Figure 5.2's bold material cost accumulator. The evaluation method, materialCost(), is 

called by Figure 5.3's postInitiaiize(). 
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public void postlnitialize(){ 
int alterns = alternatives(); 
setSimTime(); 

setVol(lO); // initialize the production volume 

int i = 0; 

while( i < alterns ){ 
i++; 

stepAlt:() ; 
f. saveNextLineXLS ( ("" + materieU.Cost () ) ) ; 

} 

Figure 5.3: digPart's postlnitializeQ method 

Looking back at Figure 4.1, this is the same postInitiaiize() method called to execute the 

SEAE. Figure 5.3 describes how postInitialize() uses stepAlt() to parse through the tree 

of alternatives and saves each evaluation to a database (f saveNextLineXLS). Exercising 

the simulator to increment the multiCounter is called by stepAlt( ), described in Chapter 

4, to get the next multiCounter state for evaluation. digPart's stepAlt( ) method is 

different, however, than the one defined for the nCounter's specDefaultGraph - it calls 

the simulator for executing the muItiCounter's next step. A summary of SEAE execution 

is found in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: SEAE Operation 

Figure 5.4's iterative approach describes SEAE execution better than Figtire 3.3's batch 

process. Both descriptions are designed to show that evaluations are performed for ail 

SEAE instances and the output is recorded in a database. Figure 3.3 is designed to 

describe what happens, while Figure 5.4 describes how it occurs. 
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The SEAE is limited in its evaluations otJy by the methods included in digPart. digPart's 

evaluation methods extract data from "active" nCounters. Ruiming the multiCounter, the 

primary mechanism for SEAE operation, is dependent on proper nCounter construction in 

mapping them from the SES. The SEAE therefore integrates existing SES concepts with 

the hierarchical GUI, container, and modeling classes of the DEVS-Java environment to 

correctly generate all alternatives once and only once (Appendix 2 elaborates on the 

enumerability of the SES). 

5.2 Evaluation Attributes 

Relating specific cost and performance information requires using polymorphic methods 

and a clear attribute use description. We will review how SEAE enumeration is an 

iteration through the projected attributes for the different SES instantiations. In addition, 

we will look at methods, their polymorphic implementation, and how polymorphism 

complements the SEAE as a design tool. 

Attributes add performance and cost information to design entities. Enterprise examples 

include using attributes to represent both qualitative and quantitative decision making 

factors. Demmers[30] comprehensive optimization environment, for example, used 

attributes to represent the strategic, tactical, and financial objectives that determine the 

effect of different advanced manufacturing system technology investments on the 

organization's goals. The SEAE, in its general form, could be used as an implementation 
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environment for optimization concepts. Attributes, as used here, however, simply 

complement design representation. 

Chapter 4's overview of the SES as a top-down design method is complemented by the 

attributes of each entity. Attributes add resolution to the object's entity description. 

Attributes, attached to objects, represent cost and performance information. External 

attributes, in contrast, are environmental factors that, while affecting object evaluation, 

have no effect on the object itself. 

S 
I 

S - dec 

o o 'Vg 

r 

Si - dec 

L_ 
S2 - spec Sj - spec 

1 ^ ' I ^ I - ' ' I -
-l.b ^'^^d S, 

^n, 

Figure 5.5: SES with Attributes 

The SES in Figure 5.5 has four enumerations (see Appendix 2). Attribute values are 

produced from each pruned SES through a projection operation [26]. For example, 

numbering the pruned SES' by their enumeration and projecting their attributes from the 

corresponding entities produces the following: 

SESi = {eii,ei2,e2i, e3i} -> {{a, b}, {c, d}, {ei, fi}, {gi, hi}} 
SES2= {eii, ei2, e2i,e32} -> {{a, b}, {c, d}, {ei, fi}, {g2, ha}} 
SES3 = {eii, ei2, e22, est} {{a, b}, {c, d}, {e2, fa}, {gi, hi}} 
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SES4 - {en, ei2,622,632} {{a, b}, {c, d}, {62, f2}, {g2, h2}} 

The aspect combination replacing S| and the respective specializations of Sj and Sj are the entities 
evaluated. SEAE enumeration consists of parsing through the entity combinations and projecting 

their attribute values for method calculations. Figure 5.6 gives an example of the different 
parameter sets, or enterprise instantiations, the SEAE traverses during 

Figure 5.4's evaluation. 

SES2 

({a.b|. {c.d), {Ci. fi). (gi.hi)} 

SESi SES3 
Transition between ' 

(;^bK(c.dMc.f.Klg..h.)7^ fla.bUc.d|.(c:.f,).(g,.h,)l 

Enterpnse 
Parametcnzation 

(^^^^a.bl, {c.d| 

dunng enumeration 

, {c.d), (ej, fi). (gj.hjil 

An example computation for Figure S.^Fevaluation is: 

g(ai, ...,a„;x)= Sc(x*ai +x*a2 +...+ x*an) 
digPart method for design evaluation when 

g: Evaluating each entity's attributes (ai, an) 
x: External factor for evaluating endogenous attributes 

The generalized method above, equivalent to Figure 2.6's output mapping and a single 

operation in Figure 3.3, is an example of how Figure 5.3 and 

Figure 5.4's methods execute in the SEAE. digPart evaluates all the entities in a given 

structure, each cast as an atomPart, with a method defined in the atomPart entity 

superclass. Attributes are endogenous, or an internal representation of some aspect of the 
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enterprise. The attributes are evaluated in combination with external factors, such as the 

present demand, in the method calculation exemplified above. Both the endogenous and 

exogenous factors used are static in the standard SEAE evaluation. 

5.3 Polymorphism and Attribute Representation 

Material costs, estimated for an example enterprise, are derived from the amount of raw 

materials used in finished device production. Material cost calculations account for both 

fixed annual (static) estimates, such as peripheral maintenance supplies, and demand 

dependent components used to construct the finished product. The raw materials 

consumed in device production, proportional to demand, are variable. Therefore, the two 

categories of material cost calculation are: 

1. Static: Derived from annual estimates 
2. Variable: Demand dependent material consumption 

As shown above, the only difference between the two categories is how the time period is 

represented. In either case estimates are annualized to produce a homogeneous time, or 

production period, for comparison. While the static case uses an annual estimate, 

dynamic variables depend on demand. Attributes in the design entities therefore store 

either the static cost, or a cost per unit of production. 
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Figure 5.7: GlassProc and its Attributes 

The annual costs for Figure 5.7 depend on whether the TSTemperProc or VirTemperProc 

specialization is being evaluated. Figure 5.7's two cost evaluations, calculated in Figure 

5.3's postInitialize(), are then: 

1. TSTemperProc = SoapBtCost + CostPerSqCmThreeMMGiass*SqCmPerYear 
2. VirTemperProc = CostPerSqCm-rhrceMMGiass *SqCmPerYear 

The SqCmPerYear is the annual production area, or demand, for Terrasun L.L.C.'s solar 

panel production. Annual area is used because it is the simplest dimension to unify 

demand. Material cost estimations therefore do not depend on the cost attribute's form, 

but on the availability of a homogeneous demand and production period via polymorphic 

evaluation methods. 

5.3.1 Polymorphism and the Object-Oriented Materials Structure 

The object-oriented structure of the Java programming language was useful in providing 

inheritance for the different material categories. SEAE enumeration evaluates the 
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attributes of each decomposed entity. We augment the attribute calculations of material 

type categorizations through Figure 5.8's native Java programming language class 

hierarchy. 

SES Design Hierarchy Java Attribute Class Hierarchy 
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materials 
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demand 
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cost 
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annual cost 
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materials 

annual cost demand 
dependent 
cost 

fixed 

Figure 5.8: Material Cost Categories using both SEAE and Java Attribute Hierarchies 

Figure 5.8's Java class hierarchy has the SEAE evaluation methods. Entities, while 

structured as an aspect decomposition for materials in Figure 5.8, inherit their identity 

through the Java class hierarchy. Figure 5.9 is the actual materials hierarchy implemented 

for Terrasun L.L.C. 
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Figure 5.9: Terrasun Materials Hierarchy 

The demand, or "glass area" for Figure 5.9, is calculated in the central file mentioned in 

Chapter 4: tms. All independent variables used to calculate demand are stored in tms and 

because of their "static" casting, are available to all other routines in the SEAE. Figure 

5.9's fixed cost elements of the Terrasun enterprise inherit directly from the materials 

class. Demand dependent components inherit from the materials class but implement 

their own cost computations, or methods. Segregating cost evaluations to the respective 

material objects, called polymorphism, incorporated the material type assessment 

differences. Inheritance from the major materials classes {adhesive, glass, film} was 

performed for organization purposes: the cost calculation is the same (Area*(cost/area)). 



Figure 5.9 depicts classification, aggregation, and inheritance constructs used to compute 

component material costs. An advantage of structuring the data as objects is handling the 

device's heterogeneous material composition by polymorphic cost methods. Figure 5.9's 

material structure uses Figure 5.8's inheritance example. Figure 5.8 shows how related 

information is captured through the inheritance hierarchy to include processed material 

information. 

5.3.2 Equipment Attributes 

Equipment costs, like the above-mentioned material costs, vary with demand. Equipment 

cost variations are due to the bounded nature of each machine's process time. The 

assumed manufacturing line is paced and balanced. In addition, each machine in the 

SEAE will be given an estimated process time, tj. The number of machines required for 

each process is calculated: 

Mi=rti /ci 
where c = cycle time = p/d 

p = allocated manufacturing time 
d = demand, number of units 
ti = machine proces time 

This method results in an excess balance delay for cycle time multiples just under the 

process time of each machine. The demand over a particular time period dictates a 

certain frequency of output, or cycle time (c), directly affecting variable labor and 

process costs. 
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5.3.3 Direct Labor Attributes 

Direct labor represents the hours spent directly adding value to product. As expected, 

labor cost is computed in direct proportion to the number of machines derived from the 

equipment estimate. Each machine is given an estimated number of operators, Ij, per 

shift. The total number of direct labor employees for each machine is given by: 

Total Direct Labor = Zi Mi*li 

Therefore, the total number of direct labor employees, dependent on the number of 

machines, is computed from the demand requirements. Other human help on the 

assembly line, such as supervisors, technicians, and management are classified as indirect 

labor: a fixed cost. 

5.3.4 Process Attributes 

Process costs, as tl^e term is used here, depends on the process' operating hours. Every 

process inherits methods from the class "proc" and calculates the periodic operating costs 

of utilities (Ui), consumable materials (cmO, and direct labor (li*Wp) - where Wp is the 

wage rate for the period. Consumable materials are the components used to construct the 

product. The period under discussion, p, was implemented on an annual basis. Thus, the 

inclusion of process attributes expands our variable cost estimation equation: 

Total Variable Cost = Zi Mj *[ui + cmj + Ij* Wp] *p 
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Variable costs are stored as attribute values and depend on both processing period and 

demand. Machine requirements are the first example of variable cost. Each machine's 

processing time attribute (tj), along with the cycle time (c), is used to calculate the total 

number of machines ft/cl. The machine quantity is multiplied by the machine's labor 

requirement (10 to produce the system's labor cost estimate. The system's total variable 

cost is calculated with the known utility costs (ui) (electricity, water, etc.), consumable 

material rates (cmi), and operation period (p). 

5.4 Attributes and SEAE Evaluation 

The cost formulation for the process includes both variable and fixed cost. Fixed cost 

accounts for the required facility operations regardless of present demand or the 

operations schedule. Fixed cost is represented by Cf below: 

C(d, p) = Cf + Zi Mi *[Ui + cmi + li* Wp] * p 

Endogenous design attributes and exogenous external attributes are presented in Figure 

10 to describe the SEAE framework and its evaluation. 
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Figure 5.10: Scenario SES 

Figure's endogenous attributes represent the design itself. Figure shows two different 

consumable materials available for a two station manufacturing system. Fixed cost (Cf) 

for the facility is stored at the root node. In addition, polymorphism is used to compute 

the materials cost, "cm", regardless of the actual entity's cost representation. Machine or 

process attributes will determine the operating cost based on the cycle time, determined 

by period and demand, pictured as exogenous attributes. The total cost, produced by the 

objective ftmction, depends on the demand (d) and the processing period (p). These two 

independent variables are combined in the cycle time, c, as a component of Mj. 
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The SES for Terrasim L.L.C., shown in Figure 2.4, is far more complicated than Figure 

10. Figure 5.11, a simplified example, operates in the same fashion as Figure 5.6 to 

enumerate an SES with 24 alternative configurations. 

a Cycle "nmeO) 

Cycle •nme(2) 

. Cycle "nme(3) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Alternatives 

Figure 5.11: Alternative Evaluation Example 

Figure 5.11 gives an example of the operating costs of a factory at three different cycle 

times. As shown, the overall costs increase when moving from the slower factory speed. 

Cycle Time (1), to the higher speed system. Cycle Time (3). Patel[31] elaborates on this 

analysis. 

Combining polymorphism for material cost estimations with the endogenous/exogenous 

SEAE attributes produces a complete static model of the enterprise. The explicit 

dependence of the model on the demand and production period gives the user a single 
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State for evaluation. Combining these states could be used for schedule formation or 

pseudo-dynamic system simulation. The adding of scheduling methods would be an 

extension to the existing capability for enumerating the specialized alternatives. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The SEAE enterprise representation consists of the SES tree structuring of the processes 

and materials comprising the endogenous set of evaluation variables. Exogenous factors, 

such as time period and demand, make up the independent variables for financial and 

tactical evaluations. Attributes, proven vehicles to attach performance and cost values, 

were used to include static costs and cycle time. Patel[3I], in using the descriptive and 

prescriptive elements of the SEAE, was able to estimate queue buildup, WIP, and a 

variety of costs using the high, medium, and low cycle time estimation shown in Figure 

5. II. His financial evaluation of different tactical scenarios of the SEAE proves it as a 

tool for enterprise design evaluation. 
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6. SEAE and Comparable Methods 

As discussed, the SEAE structures alternatives into an SES mirroring the designer's 

enterprise conception. We also discussed the possibility of including evaluation methods 

working on entity attributes. The SEAE, a unique addition to the enterprise-modeling 

arena, shares the field with more rigorous, but less structured, representations. Wymore's 

tricotyledon method is the most general system representation discussed here. Demmel 

and Askin[30], whose modeling scheme tests the effect of different technological 

purchases on strategic, tactical, and financial business objectives, provide a more detailed 

enterprise model. Their approach was similar to the SEAE in using attributes for 

representation, more comprehensive in evaluation. Other approaches for alternative 

evaluation include the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[1], Data Envelopment Analysis 

(DEA)[3,4], and their combination. 

The AHP is a descriptive method quantifying the qualitative insights of strategic 

decisions. Constructed as a preference matrix, the AHP's descriptive model can be used 

in conjunction with prescriptive methods, such as Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), to 

produce a detailed evaluation. We will look at Shang and Sueyoshi's[l I] AHP-DEA 

framework as a method that combines the approaches. Comparing the SEAE to other 

approaches in the context of descriptive and prescriptive representation, it will be clear 

that the SEAE's generality combines both. In addition, the SEAE's model-based 

framework background[5, 8, 26, 32-34] serves as an enterprise representation and design 
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tool useful for either the prescriptive representation found in utility theory or the 

subjective descriptive representations. 

6.1 Decision IVIaking RepresenUitions 

Applicable models concerning how decisions are made is a relatively recent phenomena. 

Probability, dating back to Pascal's formulating the outcome of games is likely the 

earliest attempt at predicting success in a fixed problem space. Evolution of these 

concepts led to Von Neumann and Morgenstem's[35] axioms for game theory proper and 

the ensuing multi-attribute utility theory: viewed as the traditional prescriptive theory of 

decision-making. Problems associated with this methodology are that people do not 

always act in accordance with a particular utility function; rational behavior is not 

ubiquitous. Utility theory is therefore criticized [36] as lacking a descriptive theory of 

how people actually behave if left to their own devices. An approach attempting to 

remedy this is Saaly[l]'s Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

6.1.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

The strategic impacts of new technologies often have a wide range of both quantitative 

and qualitative benefits. Qualitative factors, often complicated and subjective, are 

usually approached by intuition and thereby suffer from inaccuracy and inconsistency. 

AHP was developed as an attempt to organize subjective perceptions to provide 

mathematical consistency for the evaluations. It usually involves three stages of problem 

solving: 
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1. Decompose the problem 
2. Set up the comparative judgements 
3. Synthesize the priorities 

The decomposition consists of constructing a hierarchy or netv/ork to represent a decision 

problem. The objective is located at the top of the hierarchy, and the criteria, subcriteria, 

and alternatives are placed at each descending level. To apply the principle of 

comparative judgement, the user sets up a matrix at each level to compare pairs of 

criteria, or pairs of alternatives at the lowest level. Once the matrix of pair-wise 

comparisons is developed, one estimates the relative priority of each alternative in terms 

of a specific criterion. Preferences derived from a criteria or subcriteria matrix are used 

to calculate a composite weight for each alternative. This part of AHP is referred to as 

synthesis and enables the AHP to obtain not only a rank order of alternatives, but also 

their relative standings measured on a ratio scale. The alternative with the highest rating 

is usually chosen as the best solution. 

AHP evaluation mechanics get quite involved and the cursory overview required here for 

simple exposition would not do it justice. It should be clear, however, that the matrix 

representation of alternatives derived by the AHP, an example of descriptive 

representation with a complexity of n(n-l)/2 pairwise comparisons[2], could also be 

performed by the SEAE. As described, the SEAE approaches the same problem by 

specializing the required alternatives, complete with the preference attributes and a 

method for evaluating the subjective dimension of interest. An argimient for the AHP 
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might be ease of use. Because the decision is difficult, a matrix of the alternatives with a 

single evaluative dimension may ease the decision-maker's mind. The presentation 

argument for AHP equally works against it with problems of increasing complexity. 

Attempting to include the prescriptive non-strategic attributes used for concept evaluation 

in a system like Terrasim L.L.C.'s manufacturing system, for example, would be difficult 

with AHP. The construction for more complex evaluations has a rich history in linear 

progranuning techniques and it's descendent: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). 

6.1.2 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

Describing the alternatives available for a manufacturing enterprise and prescribing their 

relations ultimately requires evaluating their resulting composition. Using the economic 

theory of production (a natural point of contact with economics), Shephard [37] focused 

on developing formal relations between cost functions and corresponding production 

technology. Shephard also introduced the concept of a "distance function," related to the 

pioneering work of M.J. Farrell[38], to measure production efficiency. DEA differs in 

important ways from the usual concepts of a production function at either the individual 

firm or aggregate level in both empirical and theoretical economics. In fact Chames, 

Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR)[3, 4] refer to their frmction as an "envelope" developed 

relative to observational data from all the j=l, ..., n decision making units (DMUs), with 

the envelope forming an efficiency firontier relative to each firm (DMU) evaluated. It is 

not always appropriate to regard this envelope as a production function in the usual 

(classical) sense for some DEA uses. 
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The DEA technique is used as a conceptual basis for muitiobjective decision making by 

transforming information regarding inputs and outputs of enterprise DMUs into a single 

efficiency score. The original DEA model, referred to as the (CCR) ratio form, was first 

proposed[3] to measure the DEA efficiency of a specific DMU. These models and their 

transformation matrix representations are expressed as either input or output oriented. 

Modifications to produce the two representations (in ratio form) include both positioning 

of respective input and output variables in the ratio and modifying the multipliers used 

for the respective cases. Additional work can be done to reflect preferences througli the 

multipliers. Seiford and Thrall[39] provide an overview of many different types of DEA 

models. The models, originally formulated as linear programs, can also be characterized 

in ratio form. Ratio characterizations are the method of aggregating the single input-

output behavior to multiple input-output representations. The essential characteristics of 

ratio construction are the reduction of the multiple-input-output situation (for each DMU) 

to a single virtual output and a single virtual input. 

An inefficient DMU is made fiilly efficient by projecting the inner points onto the 

envelopment surface. The particular point of projection is selected based on the model 

employed or the model's orientation. For example, in an input orientated BCC model 

[40], one focuses on maximal movement toward the frontier through proportional input 

reductions, whereas in the output orientation one focuses on maximal movement via 

proportional output augmentation. 
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DEA's prescription is of the linear program to the enterprise. As presented here, DEA is 

a higher level view of what is possible in terms of enterprise representation. The SEAE 

could include DMUs as entities with pertinent performance information in attributes. 

DEA's prescriptive representation is therefore achievable by the SEAE. A more 

challenging example to compare with is the AHP-DEA combination for evaluating both 

strategic and tactical system metrics. 

6.1.3 AHP-DEA Combined Alternative Evaluation 

The Shang and Sueyoshi[ll] model was selected as a contrasting approach to the SEAE 

because of the clear boundaries between respective modules for computing strategic, 

tactical, and financial enterprise evaluations. AHP quantifies management's qualitative 

strategic vision for using flexible manufacturing systems to handle future demand. An 

accounting module is used to incorporate financial information. DEA is used to aggregate 

the information to produce a ranking of alternatives. These modules and their coupling is 

shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

Accountine Analysis 

Simulation 
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Figure 6.1: Decision Making Framework 

Shang and Sueyoshi[l l]'s goal, to provide a comprehensive framework for Flexible 

Manufacturing System (FMS) selection, includes a common treatment of tactical 

(tangible), strategic (intangible), and financial factors. As a sidenote, intangibles of FMS 

selection derive from the scope, or variety, of products. AHP, with its preference matrix, 

is used to express these subjective concerns. The recommended framework contains 

three individual modules (Figure 6.1): 

1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (Strategic) 
2. Simulation module (Tactical) 
3. Accounting Procedure (Financial) 
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These modules are united through DEA's efficiency measurement. AHP, used to 

analyze long-term and qualitative benefits at a strategic level, examines the non-monetary 

criteria associated with corporate goals and long-term objectives. System simulation is 

for tactical evaluation. The simulation is statistically based, used to measure lead-time, 

WTP, the amount of finished inventory, and the quality. The evaluation used in the 

example determined the most preferred system based on the qualitative benefits of 

flexibility, learning, capacity increment, and exposure to labor unrest. Both AHP and 

simulation models generate outputs for the DEA, whereas the accounting procedure 

determines the required inputs, such as expenditures and resources. 

The inputs for this model were taken from the example company's accounting 

procedures. Outputs are measures estimated by computing the performance of the 

respective system against the existing manufacturing system. The qualitative component 

comes from AHP. This data was used in combination with hypothetical weights that 

mirrored the table of inputs and outputs. Ratio form DEA was used to compute the 

efficiency of each of the alternative FMS'. The author's conclude with ideas about 

narrowing the multiplier ranges for both DEA and AHP to restrict the problem space. 

The interactions of their framework are summarized in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Shang and Sueyoshi [ntegrated Framework 

Figure 6.2 shows the DEA used as the objective function to compare the relative merit of 

different combinations of the strategic (AHP), tactical (simulation), and financial 

(accounting procedures) considerations that go into an FMS. Figure 6.2 brings out the 

boundaries between the descriptive and prescriptive representation modules. 

The above example was chosen because it uses the AHP alternative evaluation technique 

in combination with the linear programming based DEA. A whole body of literature 
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exists for the modeling of human decision making outside the peripheral examples 

reviewed here. Demmel's [30] framework also exemplifies enterprise evaluation using 

the strategic, tactical, and financial attributes. The point of the discussion, in terms of a 

computable enterprise representation is described in Table 3. 

Method Complexity 
AHP n(n-I)/2 

Linear Programming [41] (DEA): 
- Simplex 
- Kachian 
- Karmarkar (m+n)^ 

m^n 
AHP-DEA Combination m^n 

SEAE n'" 

Table 3: Representation and Evaluation Complexities 

Table 3 describes the computational complexity differences between the cited examples 

and the SEAE. The m and n notation for the linear programming description and the 

SEAE are different. Rows and columns are titled m and n for the linear programming 

matrix. For the SEAE, however, m is the number of specialized entities at each level and 

n is the number of levels. The number of pruned SES', or iterations of the SEAE, is 

described in Appendix 2. 

6.2 Conclusion 

Shang and Sueyoshi's goal was incorporating the strategic, tactical, and financial 

considerations of FMS purchases into a single firamework. They combined AHP for 

strategic considerations, DEA for evaluation, an accounting module for resource inputs 
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and a simulation for tactical evaluation of the FMS' produced. Shang and Sueyoshi's 

objective, to aggregate existing descriptive and prescriptive methods into an overall 

enterprise framework, is possible with the SEAE. 
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7. Conclusions and Future Work 

The primary thrust of this dissertation is the defining of an enterprise representation and 

evaluation tool. Describing the SEAE as a loose parallel to the constructive solid 

geometry (CSG) CAD part representation (Appendix 1), comparing the material and 

process entities to part features and giving an example of Terrasun L.L.C.'s tool use; little 

was said about future work. A major step from the static world where the SEAE now 

operates is to convert each entity to a dynamic (DEVS) model. More work, however, 

should be done on the structural simulation before making this step. The SEAE, in all its 

generality for SES structure selection, could benefit from the inclusion of an external 

constraint engine to control aspect node combination during SEAE evaluation. Formally 

titled "synthesis"[5], this would benefit the entire methodology in terms of generating 

another dimension for SES construction and evaluation. In addition, SEAE evaluation 

can be extended in many directions, possibly including strategic, tactical, and financial 

formalisms in separate application progranuning interfaces (APIs). The Java language's 

extensibility provides an ideal environment for the class structuring of different 

evaluation methods. The model could also function as the enterprise metaschema shown 

in Figure 7.1. 

The most logical extension, not brought out in the dissertation, would be to map each of 

the static process entities to DEVS models. Instantly, the SEAE would be converted 

from a static to a dynamic modeling framework. This would require broadening each 

entity's casting from the atomPart mentioned in Chapter 4 to an actual DEVS model. The 
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evaluation, including a dynamic simulation of each possible system configuration, 

provides the structure for concurrent exploration [42] of alternative scenarios in tactical, 

strategic, and gaming applications. 

External constraints, mentioned in conjunction with Rozenblit's[5] synthesis rules for an 

SES, would provide the precedence limits required to evaluate different manufacturing 

flow configurations. Extending the possible set of manufacturing strategies, external 

constraints would complement the present SEAE operation where a sequential selection 

rule extracts the best assembly line from a fixed set of decomposed aspect nodes. The 

additional complexity required to add this extra dimension of consideration, however, 

would result from the need to evaluate not only different machines for a single process, 

but whole different manufacturing layouts. 

While the structural SEAE modifications broaden the form of the system under 

investigation, the evaluation extensions will give a true understanding of the behavior. 

One possibility for extending the tool as an evaluation is to use attributes to encompass 

the different types of enterprise elements. This might be useful even in pedestrian 

applications such as aggregating fiill production assumptions back to what is expected 

during the startup phase. The SEAE, as presented here, accounted for a manufacturing 

system's tactical considerations with the machine process time. Failure rates, once 

determined to be time or cycle dependent, would be a natural step for increasing tactical 

resolution. This information then leads to making estimations about queue build up. 
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WIP, and other aspects of SEAE process configurations. These modifications require an 

understanding of the process' operation precedence as expressed in entity attributes. 

While additions to the constraint types extend the range of possible evaluations, the 

formulation can also serve as a data-gathering tool. Chapter 2 mentioned the SES as a 

metaschema for the entire enterprise (Figure 2.4). In combination with updating from 

represented processes, the SEAE could be used as a polling mechanism to store the data 

for evaluation. Implemented as an n-tier distributed system, the SEAE would update the 

single SES instance, a de facto state representation of the business enterprise, to provide 

the form for a database GCS(Appendix 1). 

SES Database 

widgetl widget2 
Matis cost 3.5 2.6 

Enterprise structural 
instantiation 

Proc cost 1.3 8.4 

Materials Manufacturing 

4.8 11 
pnmary 
key 
relation 

widgetl widget2 widgetl widget2 
Mails cost 3.5 2.6 Proc cost 1.3 8.4 

Figure 7.1: SES GCS to Individual Schema 

As discussed, SEAE development considerations span the static and dynamic form of the 

actual enterprise, the nature of the dynamics in enumerating the structure, and the 
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evaluating of attribute values. A little imagination and the structural would be dependent 

on the evaluative. As a point of departure, however, the SEAE is proven to contain the 

descriptive and prescriptive representation facilities of a full-fledged enterprise 

representation framework. 
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8. Appendix 1: Relation to Manufacturing Database Technology 

In the recent past, engineering design environments often evolved as a set of separate and 

distinct applications. Knowledge of each separate system, or "loose coupling" is the term 

Urban et al [10] use to describe ±e role of human knowledge to access distributed 

information in a heterogeneous engineering design environment. The lack of a consistent 

design representation scheme is the cause of this communication problem. Features, or 

the individual operations performed on a design in producing a manufactured part, are 

expressed in a common format to mitigate communication problems. 

8.1 Features as Manufacturing Data Structures 

Shah [43] defines features as geometric primitives representing all possible machining 

details that make up a Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawing. Feature representation 

for design environments results in either constructive or destructive descriptions of a 

machmed part. An example of constructive description is to join six square faces, 

composed of lines and points, into a cube. Combining a cylinder with a block to create a 

block with a hole through it is a destructive description. When using features as a part 

representation, their combinations must be specified. 

Manufacturing features are used to maintain CAD representations via two popular 

techniques: 

1. Boundary Representation (B-Rep) models 
2. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) models 
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CSG models are stored as a tree of primitive volumes with the associated Boolean 

operations to construct the part. Features are created from the CSG as the tree is 

traversed. Due to this procedural dependence, CSG contains implicit features. Boundary 

representations (B-Rep), on the other hand, contain the faces, edges, and vertices of the 

part in a linked list. B-Rep is an explicit manufactured part representation. 

As stated above, the principle reason for using features is to simplify part related 

communication. Features are especially useful for communicating between engineering 

design and other departments: for example, manufacturing. Computer Aided 

Manufacturing (CAM), the function responsible for the NC code used by machines to 

navigate the CAD drawing contours through raw material, benefits fi-om direct 

interpretation of CAD feature dimensions. Ssemakula and Satsangi [7] define this link 

between design and manufacturing as process plarming. Computer Aided Process 

Planning (CAPP) is the formal name of the process plarming mechanism that works 

automatically firom the CAD design features. 

Ease of interpretation by CAM and CAPP is the main criteria in deciding on a feature 

representation method. CSG has the benefit of concise representation. Multiple 

interpretations of a feature, however, are possible due to the multiple ways a CSG 

representation tree can be traversed. This could require considering all possible primitive 

combinations of nodes in the CSG tree during feature evaluation. CSG models are thus 
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more difficult to interpret than the B-Rep explicit representation. B-Rep is the 

representation of choice for most feature manipulation and process planning systems 

because of its relative ease of interpretation. 

In the integration described by Ssemakula and Satsangi [7], the designer selects a feature 

from a predefined library to create the design. The computer database stores each feature 

as an entity. Storing features as entities eliminates the problem of feature recognition and 

extractions by the application using the CAPP data. Feature extraction is shifted from an 

interpretation issue to a storage and retrieval problem. In contrast, the SEAE casts all 

entities the same with no interpretation, only extraction. 

CAPP is one example of the advantage accessible features provide. A common data 

structure results in a tightening of presently "loosely coupled" systems. Using features 

as a common data structure decreases the human knowledge required for data access. 

The necessity of a common data structure in manufacturing is recognized by the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in their ongoing efforts to implement 

PDES [43]. 

8.2 Features and Entities 

As stated above, features are used primarily as an integration mechanism in a 

heterogeneous engineering environment to create a common data structure passed 

between different departments for clear part-related communication. The enterprise 
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design method proposed here, using an SES to include ail the material and process 

entities of a manufacturing enterprise, is a top down preview of how the manufacturing 

system will ultimately manifest itself. Integration is not only assumed in this 

formulation, but is preceded with the SES. 

The SES, originally designed for model base organization, is founded upon the logical 

operations of conjunction (intersection) and disjunction (union) and uses these to "prune" 

the given model base. As used here, the SES is modified to contain the entities of the 

manufacturing enterprise, or cost abstractions on what the models could be, to evaluate 

the set of alternatives for the best configiu^tion. CSG and the SES are similar with 

regularized Boolean operations of union and intersection (CSG uses the additional 

operation of difference). CSG, however, operates on primitives to construct a featiu-e or 

entity, resulting in a procedural dependence on the tree traversal. The SES operates on a 

domain of entities, eliminating the possibility of constructing an "implicit enterprise" 

corresponding to the CSG's implicit featiures, and is therefore a more generalized 

representation than CSG. 

With the entire enterprise cast in the SES of entities, the user either manually chooses 

from the existing set of alternatives or enumerates them for the best performance based 

on the metric of interest. The manual choice of entities is similar to what is available 

with CAPP in choosing from the set of features in constructing a part. The SES as a 

database of alternatives, however, is constructed so mutually exclusive materials and 
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processes will not automatically be excluded as a possible representation. Therefore, to 

produce reasonable integrated enterprise structures, we will need to introduce a 

mechanism of constraint. 

8.3 Integration, Representation, and Constraint 

Objects, used to represent both materials and processes of the physical manufacturing 

activities of Terrasun L.L.C., require a central repository or database. Integrating the 

manufacturing information for an enterprise requires design consideration, however, to 

ensure compatibility. Urban, Shah and Rogers [10] claim most database systems miss 

data integration: defined as the logical relations between the subparts of a design that 

provide a global view of component interactions. The present difficulty remains the 

range of tools and file formats most designers use in day-to-day activities. Solutions to 

the data integration problem lie in the combining of heterogeneous and active database 

technology. Heterogeneous database concepts provide a data system to give users the 

impression that all design components are stored in one large database when, in fact, the 

data resides in separate formats. 

Heterogeneous data model integration [10], focusing on semantic and object-oriented 

(OO) models as expressive tools, is characterized [9] as either an operational or structural 

mapping approach. Operational mapping, as shown in Figure 8.1, is an object-oriented 

view of each existing file system and/or database that includes data access procedures via 

the object-oriented interface, and is particularly usefiil for files without a database 
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schema, such as those used by most CAD systems. Operational mapping's disadvantage 

is that the designer is still responsible for understanding the content and semantics of 

each database for file access and translation. 

User 

OO Interface 

DB2 

OO Interface 

DBS 

OO Interface 

DBI 

Heterogeneous DB 
System 

Figure 8.1: Operational Mapping Approach 

While the operational mapping approach uses an object-oriented wrapper for each of the 

files, the knowledge required for each interface is prohibitive in cases where too many 

different file types are present: for example, an engineering design center. 

Heterogeneous systems research, often taking a knowledge based [10] approach to 

integration, uses Meta-level data derived from an understanding of the transfer between 

different file formats to describe database interrelationships. This is the basis for the 

structural mapping that integrates representations into a global conceptual schema (GCS) 

as a universal file format. The GCS requires no user knowledge for data access. PDES 

EXPRESS [43], one example of a GCS, eliminates the knowledge-based operational 

mapping required in systems with independent or nonexistent schema. Methods in the 

structurally mapped, PDES object-oriented language, are used to access all entities in the 

environment, regardless of their physical representation, and facilitate the design and 
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implementing of active database techniques. Figure 8.2 exemplifies the operational and 

structural mapping combination. 

User 
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GCS 

OO Interface 
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Figure 8.2: Hybrid Operational and Structural Mapping Approach 

Figure 8.2's SES most closely approximates the GCS and represents a structural 

mapping. As stated, the SES is presently viewed as the metadata for the entire enterprise: 

especially for the design stage. 

8.3.1 Active Databases 

Most traditional database systems are passive, respond only to specific user-driven 

requests, and abort transactions when database consistency is violated. Active database 

systems, on the other hand, monitor predefined conditions, such as database constraints, 

and automatically initiate database actions. In an active database, expert system rules 

trigger database actions when specific conditions are detected, users are alerted when 

unusual or interesting data conditions arise, and specified constraints are automatically 

maintained against product data. Active database concepts provide a dynamic framework 
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for design verification together with automatic change notification and propagation. This 

might initially include Global Design Constraints (GDCs) to define how one design 

component is constrained by another. The information base for GDCs is most often the 

result of practical experience with the represented part's development and manufacturing 

system. 

The semantics of an application, represented by design constraints, use active database 

technology as a framework for expression and enforcement. Database semantics, 

captured as the structural features of a data model, are referred [44] to as inherent 

constraints. A database model's structural features cannot express explicit constraints [9]. 

They are typically expressed either through procedural code or by a constraint language. 

These languages, often based on the predicate calculus to provide a formal, declarative 

basis for expression, use constraints as a form of knowledge the database system uses to 

reason about design semantics. 

8.3.2 Inherent Manufacturing Constraints 

Brodie [44] points out that subclasses in a schema are one example of inherent 

constraints: exemplified by the 'isa' relation in Figure 8.3's film process specialization 

(double bar between film process and method-spec). 
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Figure 8 J: Inherent Constraints in the Film Process 

Inherent constraints can also be derived from product knowledge, possibly design 

alternatives. Figure 8.3 describes the alternative film types: DCG or Layered. 

The constraint concept, grounded in the product's design, extends to the manufacturing 

system where the part, or solar concentrating device in this example, is produced. 

Decomposition structuring, constituting static constraints that exist between product 

components, are reflected in the SES process-material structuring. Inherent constraints 

are the SEAE structuring of the system in terms of the conjunctions and disjunctions of 

processes and materials. Alternatives, the looser constraint representation in Figure 8.3's 

SEAE film specialization example, are used to structure process and material variation. 

Thus, the SEAE designer defines the inherent constraints of the enterprise with his 

structuring of the enterprise. Explicit constraints, however, require extemal description, 

often in the form of rules. 
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8.3.3 Explicit Manufacturing Constraints 

Explicit constraints are defined by Urban [10] as "those constraints that cannot be 

expressed within the structural features of a database model." She recommends using a 

declarative constraint language: ALICE (Assertion Language for Integrity Constraint 

Expression) for the expression of explicit constraints. These often take the form of an 

event-condition-action (ECA) rule to define the active behavior of the application. 

Events specify an operation or situation monitored, such as modifying a data value. On 

the occurrence of an event, the condition is evaluated. If the condition is true, the action 

is triggered automatically by the database system. 

ECA rules are used as a monitoring tool - if a particular data value is modified (event) 

violating some predefined rule (condition) then a preset action will be taken. The "active" 

element of the database mentioned by Urban is a monitoring tool consisting of triggers 

and constraints. In our case, however, we are not working with a static file whose fields 

are defined and bounded. We are looking for the best feasible enterprise structure within 

the conjunctive bounds of the SES design. Thus, explicit constraints in the SEAE are 

formulated by the designer's conception, having to do with the enterprise's structuring 

and its bounds. 

Explicit constraints, as stated, are an intrinsic part of the user's design conception in 

SEAE formulation. Design evaluation is dependent on the rules that prune the 

specializations and can be extended to controlling the form of the aspect nodes. Rozenblit 
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[5] addressed this in the form of SES synthesis rules to determine the set of entities 

allowed to exist in the evaluation context. Synthesis rules, a de facto mechanism for 

GDC expression, are still part of the creative act in SEAE construction. 
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9. Appendix 2: SES Enumeration; Computing the Number of Pruned SES' 

This overview will describe the SES decomposition operators as set productions that can 

be evaluated for their cardinality. An advantage of viewing the SES this way is that the 

enumerability, or number of pruned SES' to be evaluated for a particular design, is 

quickly calculated for estimations of required computer time for an enterprise design 

evaluation. The enumeration algorithm is iterative and performed on the SES bottom up 

in the same way that the methods of Chapter 4 used for SEAE construction. This section 

consists of defining the operators (productions), showing how they can be used to find 

the bounds of an m-level SES with each level containing n decompositions, and 

explicating how this view parallels that of Chapter 4's SEAE code. 

9.1 Definitions 

Entity: Some component from the real world. 

Aspect: An aspect is a mode of decomposition for capturing the parts of an entity. The 

decomposed elements are sets with the aspect relation a cross product of the elements. 

For example, let the aspect decomposition denote n disjoint entities of the entity under 

decomposition. Each entity has a cardinality, n(ei) = 1. Similarly n(ei x e2 x ... x Cn) = 

n(ei)*n(e2)*...*n(en) by definition. The product of sets denoted by an aspect 

decomposition is therefore Eli n(ei). 

Specialization: Mode of decomposition for capturing the possible replacements for the 

entity. The entities composing a specialization partition the entity/concept being 

specialized. Let A be the specialized entity with Bj specializations. {Bi}jei is a partition 

of A if 

1. «^i6iBi = A 

2. For any Bi, Bj, either Bi = Bj or Bi n Bj = 0 
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Enumerating a specialized set of entities requires the simi of the respective element 

cardinalities in the specialized set For example, let a and p be the cardinal numbers of 

specialized sets A and B, 

#(A) = a #(B) = (3 

#(A u B) = a + p 

Likewise, performing the operation with an additional set y = #(C), 

#(A uBuC) = a + P + Y 

Therefore, the cardinality of the specialization is 

Bi) = 2 iei n(Bi) 

Alternative: The number of possible altematives for any branch of the SES. For 

example, a single entity could be designated: #Alt(entity) = I or n(ei) = 1. This is a 

cardinality relation. The concept is used here primarily to bring out the cardinality of 

terminal entities. 

9.2 SEAE Calculation of Altematives 

Actual operation of the SEAE progressively constructs nCounters of the given SES into 

the overall multiCounter for SEAE evaluation. Figure 9.1, for example shows that the 

leaf nodes will be the first ones constructed. Aspect nodes, containing the "makeDig()" 

constructor, are map to the nCounters in the multiCounter model for the SEAE. 
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Figure 9.1: SEAE Order of Construction 

SEAE enumerability, however, relies on the cardinality definitions of the aspect and 

specialization decomposition operators to calculate the number of alternatives and use 

this information to synchronize multiCounter operation. Figure 9.2 is an example SES 

with the cardinality of each of the underlying operations. 
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Figure 9.2: Practical Enumeration Example 

Figure 9.2 exemplifies how the "altematives()" method (Figure 4.13) works during the 

construction of the SEAE. Each of the cross-product (xjgn) and suirunation (Z#(ei)) 

operators are an implementation of the altematives( ) method in the digPart and 

SpecDefaultGraph classes, respectively. As shown in Figure 9.2, each level either adds 

to or multiplies by the previous level's altematives. This methodology is a practical 

implementation of the examples of Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5. 
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9.3 SES Enumerating Function 

Enumerating the SES, a bottom-up operation, requires knowledge of the operator used 

one level above the present set of entities. In language terms, aspect and specialization 

decompositions are productions. If we know the production used to create the present 

evaluation level, we use this information to estimate the enumerability, or number of 

pruned SES', for the present scope of the tree. 

Calculating the enumerability requires evaluating each production in terms of its 

cardinality. For example, an aspect decomposition is described: 

e*a —> Xign Ci 

This produces the n entities whose cross product is the aspect decomposition of the 

entity. If each entity is terminal, i.e. has a cardinality of one, any number of aspect 

decompositions will produce the following: 

n(e*a) = n(xign Ci) = n(ei x ... xea) = n(ei)* ... * n(en)= 1*1*...»1 = 1 

S 

I 
S - dec 

I ^ 1 
S, • • • S„ 

I I 

Figure 9.3: Aspect Decomposition and its Cardinality 

Likewise, looking at specialization as a single production over n terminal entities is 

performed, 

e*S -> Wien ei 
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n(e»s)-> n( Ci) = Sig„ #(ei) = n 

Extending the specialization hierarchy to m-levels, each decomposed n ways, is similarly 

calculated; 

n(...((ei*s)»s) n(Um6n ••• (Uje„ (Ui6„ eO)...) = n"* 

Level 

m 

m levels 

specialized 
decomposition 

specialized 
decomposition 

Enumerabilitv 

n 

specialized 
decomposition 

m 

n 

n 

Figure 9.4: m-leve[ Specialization Hierarchy 

Combining each of the m level specializations as shown in Figure 9.4 results in the 

exponent being incremented by one for each of the m levels of n entities to produce the 

n"* pruned SES'. Similarly, if we alternate specializations with aspect decompositions at 

each level, we get Figure 9.5. 
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Figure 9.5: Alternating Aspect and Specialization Decompositions 

Figure 9.5 is a little simplistic due to each level being a homogenous aspect or 

specialization decomposition. However, Figure 9.5 brings out that if we let 8m be the 

exponent of n, assuming n terminal nodes to start the evaluation for an m-level tree, the 

enumerability (number of required iterations) due to the productions is: 

Specialization 
Decomposition 
Sm ^ Efn-l I 

Aspect 
Decomposition 
8ni n*8m-i with 8=0 initially 

.'. Vm, Enumerability = n®-

The above representation describes the exponential relationship of the SES' structure to 

its complexity. An advantage to the above representation, beyond the simple estimation 
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of Sm to be Sm-i+1 < Em ^ n*Sin-i, is the possible use of the expression for the combining 

of systems. 

Relation to SEAE Implementation 

The enumerability expression, n^, and its construction, correspond directly to what is 

performed in SEAE construction to determine the total number of pruned SESes available 

for evaluation. I described in Chapters 4 and 5 how the SEAE effectively stores a 

variable that remembers the "alternatives" and successively modifies it with the 

"altematives( )" method during SEAE construction. The "altematives( )" method, as 

implemented, updates the total number of pruned SESes available for evaluation. This is 

performed in the SEAE "altematives( )" method by either multiplying the element 

cardinalities for aspect decompositions or adding element cardinalities for specializations. 

The enumerability that results from the successive multiplication and summation 

operations in the "altemativesC )" method, in its different respective manifestations for 

aspect and specialization decompositions, results in a set the operations described by 

Figure 9.5. Therefore, the abstract enumerability expression, n^, directly describes the 

calculation performed by the SEAE during its construction to determine the total number 

of pruned SESes for evaluation. 
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